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Let {W(t): t > 0) be CL-Brownian motion in a real separable Banach space B, 
and let aT be a nondecreasing function of T for which (i) 0 < aT < T (T > 0), 
(ii) a,/T is nonincreasing. We establish a Strassen limit theorem for the net 
{&-: T > 3}, where 
h-(t) = 
W(T + ta,) - W(T) 
&4loe(T/+) + log log T3Y2 
, O<t<l. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let B be a real separable Banach space with the norm /I . /I, and let B* be its 
topological dual. If ,J is a mean zero Gaussian measure on B then TV is generated 
by a real separable Hilbert space H, C B with the norm 11 . IlLI. This pair of 
spaces (B, H,,) is often referred to as an abstract Wiener space [3]. Perhaps one 
of the most important properties of the abstract Wiener space is that /I x I/ < 
II p 1111 x IILL for every x in H,, , where I/ p 11 = [js /I x \I2 &(x)]‘/~. Consequently, 
through the continuous injection i: H, + B and the restriction map i*: B* + Hz, 
we have the relation B* C H* RS H,, C B. Let {w(t): t > 0) denote fi Brownian 
motion in B with the transition probability Pt(x, A) = p((A - x)/N2). The 
existence of p Brownian motion in B is known in [4]. Let C, denote the space of 
continuous functions f from [0, l] into B with f(0) = 0. Then C, is a real 
separable Banach space under the norm II f llCB = sup,+.r /I f(t)ll, and {IV(t): 
0 < t < l} induces a mean zero Gaussian measure Pw on the Bore1 measure 
space (C, , S) [5]. In the abstract Wiener space setting, Pw is generated by a 
real separable Hilbert space X which can be characterized as follows. f E 2’ 
if and only if f (0) = 0, f(t) E H, for each t E [0, 11, each of f E H,, and Ci 
$ [(d/dt) xKf)(t)12 dt < co, where {XT: j < l} C B* is such that the set 
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{q j > 11, LX, = JB x:(x)x dp(x) forms a complete orthogonormal set of H, , 
and H, is the space of real absolutely continuous functions 4 on [0, l] with 
q%(O) = 0 and Ji [#(t)12 dt < co. The inner product and the closed unit ball of 
.Z are denoted by (fi , f2k = 2 Jo’ [(W) xXWW/W 4WWl dt and 
K = cfs is+?: llfllje G 11, respectively. It is known that K is compact in 
GJ 151. 
The main result of this paper is the following type limit theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let {W(t): t 3 0} be p Brownian motion in B. Suppose ar is a 
nondecreasing function of T for which 
(i) O<ar<T(T>O), 
(ii) G+/ T is nonincreasing. 
Let 
WT + tar) - W(T) 
‘T(t) = {2ar[log(T/ar) + log log Z’]}1/2 ’ 
o<t<1. 
Then, with probability one, the net {&: T 2 3)is relatively compact in C, and 
the set of its limit points coincides with K. 
When a, = T, Theorem 1 obviously reduces to Strassen’s law of itereated 
logarithm obtained by LePage and Kuelbs [S]. When B = R, Theorem 1 also 
includes Lai’s results [6]. These special cases will be discussed under Corollaries 
1 and2. 
This work is inspired by a paper of CliorgB and Rev&z [l] in which the result 
of increments of the following type, 
I JW + ar) - JW)l 
pm $?TzaT (2ar[log( T/ar) + log log TJ)112 = ’ w*p*‘S 
is obtained for standard Brownian motion {W(t): t > 0). 
2. SOME LEMMAS 
For c > 0, let KE denote the uniform e-neighborhood of K. 
LEMMA 1. For each E > 0, there exists r > 1 such that 
P,cfe C,:f/(2[log(T/a,) + log log T])l/” $ K,} < exp{-r2 log log T} 
for all su@kiently large T. 
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Proof. For k > 1, let f  tk)(t) = CFCI $(f (t)) xi for t E [0, 11. Then to prove 
the lemma, we simply note that 
< Pw If E c,: $f (k)/(2 log log T)1/2 # I-q 
and 
Pw If E C,: Ilf - fCk) IIce > ; (2 [log ($) + 1% 1% T])l’j 
for each k > 1 and y. > 1. The rest of the proof follows exactly as that of 
Proposition 1 in [7, p. 1061. 
LEMMA 2. I f  E z=- 0 one may choose c > 1 su$kiently close to one so that 
for every f  E C, the statements [cn] < T < [cn+l] and f  (a[,,+1] *)//?[cn+l~ E K, 
together imply f  (uT .)I&. E K,, for all .su@iently large n, where 
,& = (2uT[log(T/u,) + log log T]}‘/“. 
Proof. Note that 1 < ~[C,,+ll/~[C~~ < c if n is sufficiently large. Then the 
lemma follows exactly as that of Lemma 6 in [5, p. 2601. 
For any positive integer m, define (mm(t): 0 < t < l} as 
EQi/m) = W(i/m) for i = 1, 2,..., m; 
and 
mm(t) is linear on the interval [(i - 1)/m, i/m] for i = 1, 2 ,..., m. 
Let 
%n(T + tar) - J%(T) 
Sm*T(t) = {2u,[log(T/uT) + log log T]1’2} ’ O<t<1. 
From [2], it is known that there exits OL > 0 such that E[exp CY I/ W(1)1]2] < co. 
We have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3. Let E > 0, c > 1, and 01 > 0 be such that E[exp CY /I W(l)]121 -=c cc. 
I f  m is a posdive integer with 2amG > 1, then 
Prtll fm,rcN1 - tlcnl jlCB < E for all but finitely many n} = 1. 
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Proof. Temporarily, fix j and m and E. For i = 1,2 ,..., m, let At be the event 
Then 
Ai = { sup 
(i-l)lm<t<ilm 
II LLi(O - W)ll > 4. 
By stationary independence increments of (W(t): t 2 0}, we have Pr(A,) = .*. = 
Pr(A,). Now it is clear that 
where pr is as that of Lemma 2. Note that A, C C U D, where 
This is because 0 < s < a,/m and W(s) - (m/u& W(aJm) is a convex combina- 
tion of W(s) and ?+‘(a,/~). It is also known that Pr(C) = Pr(D). Now if oc > 0 is 
such that E[exp a? 11 W(l)[lz] < co, we have, by Chevyshev’s inequality, that 
I+(C) < Wll Wl)ll > 4Wlog(j/4 + log log j1)i/2) 
B 2Pr{ll W(l)/] > ~(2~2 log log j)llz}, 
9 r exp{-2ams2 log log j>, 
where r is a constant independent of j. Set j = [cn]. Then, since 2armP2 = 0 > 1, 
The lemma follows by Bore%-Cantelli’s lemma. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 AND COROLLARIES 
The proof of Theorem 1 consists of proving the following two parts: 
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(b) Given E > 0 and h E K with (/ h ]I* < 1, there is a c > 1 so that 
WI I IIcnl - h llcs < E for infinitely many n) = 1. 
The proof of (a) follows exactly as that of Theorem 1 in [5, p. 2611 by using 
Lemmas 1 and 2. 
To prove (b), we choose (and then fix) a sufficiently large k such that 
11 h - h(k)llC, < c/3 and 
pr{l/ t T  - &’ llcs < 43 for all sufficiently large T} = 1. 
The above are permissible by Lemma 4(d) in [5, p. 2571. 
Let m be a positive integer such that cYmc/l8 11 p Ila > 1. For i = 1, 2,..., m 
and j = 1, 2,..., k, let U,~ = hik)(i/m) - hik)[(i - 1)/m], where hik’ means the 
jth-component function of h(“). 
Since h E K with II h IIs < 1, we have m ~~&~1 a:, < 1. Now choose a 
positive 6 such that 6 < e/6m II p I] and 6 = m ~~&(Q, & 6/k)2 < 1. Here 
aij f  6/k = aij + 6k when ai > 0 
= a,5 - S/k when aij < 0. 
We define the event 
for i = 1, 2,..., m and j = 1,2 ,..., k}. Then, 
exp(--x8/2) dx, 
where q = (2[log(T/ur) + log log Z’])‘/s. Using the estimate that 
(2&S ab s 
exp{-x*/2} dx > ($-$$exp{- fr max(as, ba)} 
for--oo<a<b<co, 
we have, for some constant y > 0 (whose value may vary from line to line), 
that 
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= ya;Di, exp 
I 
- F g1 jil (% f v)ycn] 1 
= y$ftl exp -0 log 
I ( * - W~“l)~ 
= y [2 log (% * log[$k’z/(E)e (log[c”])@ 
> vronl log log[cnl > Y 1% lo!m 
’ [P] log[c”] ’ [c”] log[F] * 
Hence for c = m, we have A,, A, ,..., independent. Now the function (log log x)/ 
(x log X) is continuous, decreasing, and positive. By the integral test, we have 
C~=IPr(A,) = CO. Therefore, Pr(lim sup,&) = 1 by Borel-Cantelli’s lemma. 
Now, 
sup I/ t(k) (t) - Iz’k’(t)ll 
[@I P 
o<ta 
By Lemma 3, we have, for m > 18 II p jj2/~~2, 
Pr{zzI 11 .$!,(t) - ~$)~c~I(t)ll, < l /6 ]I p I/ for all sufficiently large n} = 1. 
\ 
As for the second term in the last inequality, we have 
where we use the convexity in line 1, the definition of & in line 2. Therefore 
A, C B, , where B, = {sup,<tG, I] &$,(t) - hfk)(t)ll, < r/6 II p II}. Consequent- 
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ly, Pr{lim sup$,) = 1. This proves that Pr{/;[,r,l - h llcB < E for infinitely 
many n} = 1, since 
< $+ lI~llWll~Ii + 4li~ll: = 6. 
Corollaries 1 and 2 are results obtained by LePage and Kuelbs [5] and Lai [6], 
respectively. 
COROLLARY 1. Thenet 
I 
WV.1 
(2T log log T)1j2: T ’ 3 
is relatively compact in C, and the set of its limit points coincides with K. 
Proof. Let a, = T. 




(2ar log T)“2 
is relatively compact in Ce and the set of its limit points coincides with K. 
(ii) Let 0 < a: < 1. If aT = Ta’r(l( T) with 4(T) + (#( T))-l = o( To) for any 
/3 > 0 and lim,,, lim T+W a,T/aT = 1, then with probability one the net 
I W(T+%-)--W(T) 5,723 [2(1 - Cd) aT log T]1’2 
is relatively compact in C, and the set of its limit points coincides with K. 
(iii) Let /3 > 0. If aT = /3T(l + o(l)), then with probability one the net 
I W(T+w>-w(T) :+a3 (2aT log log T)1’2 
is relatively compact in C, and its set of its limit points coincides with K. 
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(iv) Let h > 0, fl > 0. If a, = hT(log I!‘-B(l + o(l)), the-n WithprobabiZity 
one the net 
1 
WV’+ .ar) - W(T) 
[2(1 + /II) arlog log T]1’2 : T ’ 3 1 
is relatively compact in C, and the set of its limit points coincides with K. 
Proof. (i) I f  aT = o( TB) for any /3 > 0. Then log(T/a,) + log log T - log T 
for all large T. 
(ii) If ar = Tm+(T) with #(T) + (#(T))-l = o( TB) for any /3 > 0 and 
lim,,, lim,,, aJar = 1, then log (T/a,) + log log T - log T(l-a) = (1 - LX) 
log T for all large T. 
(iii) I f  aT = /3T(l + o(1)) then log(T/a,) + log log T - log log T for all 
large T. 
(iv) I f  aT = hT(log T)-B( 1 + o( 1)) then log( T/a,) + log log T - (1 + 8) 
log log T for all large T. 
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